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ABSTRACT 

A quantum logical approach to achieve a sound Kinematical picture for 
LQFT is reviewed. Then a general language in the framework of axiomatic set 
theory is presented, in which the "local" description cf a LQFT can be for
mulated in almost the same form as QM is formulated by von Neumann [1]. The 
main physical implication of this approach is that, in this fractework, the 
quantization of a CRLFT requires not only the quantization of physical fields 
over И* but the quantization of spacetime И 4 itself, too. A "canonical 
quantization" of И 4 can be implemented, via the introduction of a spacetime 
quantum ti, toy imposing the CR [t,r] = in. Ther this CR implies that 
AtAr _> 1/2 t», i.e. a particle is not localizable better than 1/2 t . This un
certainty principle is compatible with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 
but it requires the generalization of Poincaré symmetries to all unitary 
symmetries. Some indication shows that his approach might be successful in 
describing low laying hadronic phenomena. Santilli's original physical ideas 
would partially be realized in this approach: the mutual overlaping of the 
wave functions of particles in short spacetime distances is (partially) taken 
into account by the introduction of 1k, furthermore, locality loses its orig
inal meaning in the quantization of a RLFT. In this approach both the re
lativity and locality would become "generalized" in a RLQFT. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Рассматривается локальна ~ квантовая теория поля (ЛКТП) при помощи кван
товой логики. Предлагается общий метод в рамках аксиоматической теории мно
жеств, который допускает описание ЛКТП почти таким же способом, какой был 
использован фон Найманом для квантовой механики [1]. Основное свойство тако
го описания состоит в том, что квантование классической локальной теории по
ля требует не только квантования физических полей над пространством М 4, а 
также квантования пространства-времени М 4. Рассматривается квантование И 4 в 
согласии с квантовой механикой. 

KIVONAT 

Áttekintjük a lokális kvantumtérelméletek (LKTE) egy kvantumlogikai meg
közelítését. Ezután az axiomatikus halmazelmélet keretében bemutatunk egy ál
talános nyelvezetet, amelyben egy LKTE "lokális" leírása majdnem ugyanolyan 
módon fogalmazható meg, mint ahogy a kvantummechanikát von Neumann megfogal
mazta [1I-ben. A fS fizikai tartalma ennek a megközelítésnek, hogy - ebben 
a keretben - egy klasszikus relativiiztikus LTE kvantálása nemcsak az M 4 

fölötti fizikai terek kvantálását követeli meg, de magának az И4 téridőnek 
a kvantálását is. Az И 4-nek egy, a kvantummechanikával összhangban lév5, 
kvantálását szintén bemutatjuk. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to review the main concepts .:nd results of our 
work for achieving a sound kinematical picture for local field theoiies (LFT) , 
and to present a general mathematical language in which the theory could be 
formulated in almost the same way than conventional quantum mechanics (QM) was 
formulated by von Neumann 11], and consequently to outline the general program 
as a guideline to achieve this formulation. The main physical implication of 
this approach is that the quantization of a classical relativistic local field 
theory (CRLFT; requires not only the quantization of the physical fields over 

4 4 
classical spacetime tt but the quantization of ft itself, too. 

We are not touching here upon the well-known difficulties and failures 
of the existing approaches to quantum field theories (QFT), they are quoted 
and summarized in many other papers and books [2] concerning on this field. As 
for the way out of these difficulties, our view is.that one should find first 
a well-defined kinematical picture in which one can then implement in order 
the dynamical principles, as was done by Heisenberg for quantum mechanical 
systems with finite number of degrees of freedom when he built up the kine
matical picture from observable, in principle, physical quantities that later 
were identified by von Neumann [1] with self-adjoint operators in a separable 
complex Hilbert space. 

We note before proceeding further that we intend to provide a generaliza
tion, extension of conventional QM to physical systems with infinite number 
of degrees of freedom, unlike to Santilli's proposal [3] who suggests a genu
ine generalization of QM with a Lie-admissible, associative algebra of observ-
ables to a more general QM with a Lie-admissible, nonassociative algebra of 
observables. However, it seems so that the two approaches have some similar 
physical consequence, especially on the microstructure of spacetime in the 
hadronic region (see sec. 6.). 

Now let P(fl)denote a physical system spread over the physical space region 
iHfiÄlR in nonrelativistic case, íícM in relativistic case). In the kinemati
cal picture of the quantum description of P(íí), the measuring processes of 
the observables of Р(Г2) should be in a clear connection with the definition 
of these observables (operationality). In such measuring processes are un
certainties of principle which can be reduced ideally to two componentsi 
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A. The measurements of two different observable* on a (small) region of 
Q (or. Ideally, at a point xfcß) can disturb each other. (In nonrelativ-
istlc OH this is the only considered case.) 

B. The measurements of observebles in two different regions of W (or, 
ideally, at two different points x., x_tQ) can disturb each other. 
(This is characteristic for a RQFT.) 
Einstein causality (or local comnutativity) which refers to the second 

case restricts the possible regions (or points) to the light-like or time
like separated ones (in the nonrelativistic case the measurements do not in
terfere with each other in disjoint regions 5,, S.cSeR , S.nS- = 0, thus 
in fact the uncertainty under A. appears only in this case) . 

These two types of noncompatibility must be reflected intrinsically in 
the mathematical structure of the resulted kinematical picture of P(u). 

Let us consider the observables of the classically described P(ii) from 
the measuring point of view. We can distinguish essentially two types of 
observables: 
1. Global observables which characterize the whole P(n) and their measured 

values are independent from the point of u, i.e. real numbers (<>.g., 
total energy). 

2. Local observables which characterize P((2) (point to point) at the points 
of ft and their measured values depend on xen, i.e. real valued func
tions on Q (e.g. energy density). 
A wide class of global observables can be performed by means of local 
E.c 

integral 
ones. E.g., in CRFT, the energy-momentum 4-vector P is determined by the 

р м = Í 3r P v<"> d ° v <"> ( 1 Л > 
о 

where 7 is the energy-momentum tensor field. 
Then it is clear that this local and global description of P(ß) should 

be preserved in the quantum description of Р(й), too. The global observ
ables can be identified with jelf-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space and 
the eigenvalue problem of these observables is the usual one. But how looks 
like this problem for local observable« whose eigenvalues are real valued 
functions on n? Consider the eigenvalue problem of the energy density 

* * n - V n ( 1 ' 2 ) 

where h R is a real valued function on a. Then it must be an (infinite) 
Hermitian matrix with entries from the *-algebra A of complex valued func
tions on a and thus Ф п is an element of a module over A eguiped with a 
Hermitian inner product taking values in A, i.e. an element of a (pre-) 
Hilbert module H . 
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Thus one мау expect that tlie local aspects of P(u) can be formulated by 
means of a Hilbert moduli H over a *-algebra (or even, in more regulated 
cases, over а С -algebra) A (which in the nonrelativistic case is a complex 
valued function algebra over 12, while in the relativistic case should be 1 
noncommutative algebra to be able to express the second type of uncertain
ties under В.), that is, local observables should be self-adjoint operators 
in H and local states should be "rays" in H . Furthermore the global aspects 
of P(ft) should be generated via H in a way similar to that of the classical 
case exemplified in (1.1). We shall deal with these ideas in the following 
sections. 

In sec.2., we summarize a quantum logical approach of the ideas above. 
Sec.3. presents a general language, in the framework of axiomatic set theory, 
by means of which one could formulate the local quantum description of P(u), 
in a simple way, in almost the same way as the von Neumann's QH, i.e. one 
could translate the Hilbert space formulation of QM in a very elegant way 
to the Hilbert module formulation of the local description of P(u). In sec. 
4., we deal with the main physical implication of this approach, with the 

4 quantization of spacetime W and its immediate physical consequences. Sec. 
b.outlines the methods with which the global aspects of P(ft) can be generated 
via the local ones formulated in terms of a Hilbert module H.. In sec.6., 

A 
concluding remarks close this paper. 

2. A QUANTUM LOGICAL APPROACH TO QFT 

Our starting point to find a well-defined kinematical picture was in 
14,5,6) the quantum logical approach to axiomatic quantum theory [7,8,9,10]. 
First we considered CLFT. The space of all possible values of local observ
ables (the observation space of Birkhoff and von Neumann 17)) of a P(ft)is a 
submodule of R (ft) , where R(ft) is a real valued function algebra on ft. The 
experimental local propositions (briefly, local propositions or only proposi
tions) of P(ft) correspond to the subsets (of certain type) of the observe-

N 
tion space R (Q). From a brief consideration it is found that we preserve 
all information of the measurements in the simplest way if we allow a new 
"logical" value (called true-false value) for local propositions S («)(see 
in [5]). One could say that SN(«) is 

x/ false if its value is the empty set 0, 
Ы 

xx/ true-false if its value is a subset w of ft; S (ft) is true 
on ш and false on ft-u, 

xxx/ true if its value is the whole set ft. 
We get the result that the local propositions of a physical system РШ) 

take their values in the power set J'(s)) and we are led to consider the system 
of propositions of P(ft) as a "Boolean-valued logic" (cf. sec.3. and 111,12]). 



« 

Following this conclusion w* supposed (keeping in mind the two compo
nents A. and B. of the uncertainties of measurimsnt») that the set i • 
- {a, b, c, ...} of values of local propositions of a general physical sys
tem P(0) is a complete orthonodular lattice (CROC in the terminology of 
Piron [ lO] with union Vf •intersection л and orthocamplementation ', and 
every experiment was called a local proposition, which leads to an alterna
tive of which the terms are the elements of a CROC I. 

Let**« {Л, В, С, ...} be the system of local proposition of a general 
P(Q). We imposed on £» following Gudder [9] and Piron (10], such axioms that 
JL became a CROC with union u, intersection n and orthocomplementation ~, and 
with maximal element 1 and minimal element 6. Then the notion of lattice 
(CROC)-valued logic was defined operationally introducing the mathematical 
concept of a value function which assigns to a local proposition AeJuits 
value a in 1. A value function v is a unitary c-morphism [10] from L onto t 
such that the condition AJjB4*v(A)iv(B) is fulfilled. Thus a triple (L.l.%) 
is called a CROC-valued logic if £ and I are CROC's and IT is the nonempty 
class of value functions from X. onto I such that vaet 3AaeX.v(Aa) = a vvfcV. 
It is clear that the element A a is unique. 

The definition shows that only those CROCs can occur as a pro-positional 
lattice £> in a CROC-valued logic (£,l,V)» which contain a sublattice iso
morphic to 1, and this expresses the lattice-valuedness of t.ie local proposi
tions. 

Then it was imposed on Lthe atomicity axiom with the covering law [10] 
that we can interpret X> quantum theoretically at least to the extent of the 
Piron's quantum theory in [10]. Then a CROC-valued logic (£,l,tJ) is called 
a CROC-valued prepositional system whenever X. and I are propositional sys
tems, and classical if £ and I are distributive (Boolean). 

The decompositions of CROC-valued logics into irreducible and weakly 
irreducible ones (see in [5,6]) shows that: 
Theorem 2.1 Every CROC-valued propositional system is the direct union of 
irreducible CROC-valued propositional systems, and a CORC-valued proposi
tional system is irreducible iff its center pair (C,c) = ({0,1} {0,1}). 
Furthermore, a CROC-valued logic is the direct union of irreducible CROC-
valued logics iff its center pair (C,c) is atomic. 
Theorem 2.2 Every CROC-valued logic (£,l,V) is the direct union of weakly 
irreducible CROC-valued logicst 

where Ca~c,va (Ca is the center o f L j , and a CROC-valued logic is weakly 
irreducible iff C-c, in its center pair (C,c). 
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Consequently, for the realization of CROC-valued prepositional systems, 
respectively, CROC-valued logics it is enough to known the realization of 
irreducible CROC-valued prepositional systems, respectively, of weakly ir
reducible CROC-valued logics. (Theorem 2.2 shows that the components С iso
morphic to the center of I behave like "atoms" in the center of XL ) • 

The above theorems allow us to classify the CROC-valued logics and 
charecterize the different- cases (classical and quantum, nonrelativistic 
and relativistic) of LFT [5]. The two types of noncompatibility relative to 
measurement processes (A. and B. above) can be described intrinsically in 
the CROC-valued prepositional systems. 
a) The local prepositional systems of classical (both nonrelativistic and 
relativistic) local physical systems are classical CROC-valued propositional 
systems. 
b) The local propositional systems of nonrelativistic local quantum sys
tems are CROC-valued propositional systems with Boolean value lattices. 
c) The local propositional systems of relativistic local quantum systems 
are CROC-valued propositional systems with non-Boolean value lattices (see 
in [5,6]). 

The local states, symmetries and observables can be defined in a way 
similar to the corresponding definitions of Piron (10] with some modifica
tion (mainly in the relativistic cases) [5]. 

Comparing with the algebraic approach we have shown that the postulates 
of isotony and local coarnutativity of Haag and Kastler [13] are satisfied 
by our propositional systems and the spacetime covariance can be in а пг ural 
way implemented in these propositional systems. On the other hand it is clear 
that one could control, with the determination of the algebraic structure of 
local algebras generated by the CROC-valued propositional systems (or C0RC-
valued logics), the other postulates of Haag and Kastler in which they pos-
tulate the С -algebraic properties and structure of the algebra of local 
observables (cf. below). 

Now let us give examples for CROC-valued logics. 
1) Let Г be a set then (9(9(Г)), >(Г) ,V) is a classical CROC-valued prop
ositional system, where the elements of V , if Г is countable, are generated 
by the real valued functions P+-IR [5J. 

* 
2) Let H. be a faithful AW -module of Kaplansky [14] with a commutative 
AW -algebra A generated by a complete lattice t(A) of its projectors. Then 
(Р(Н Д), K A ) ,V)is a weakly irreducible CROC-valued logic, where Ф(Н Д) denotes 
the set of all AW -submodules of H. [5J. Let 1(A) be atomic, e.g. A is an 

л * 
abelian von Neumann algebra of type I, and Н д is a homogeneous AW -module 
then (ф(Н д), i(A)/V) is a weakly irreducible CROC-valued propositional sys
tem. Thus it corresponds to a nonrelativistic LQFT (NRLQFT). 
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Ne draw attention to the following«. If и Is a faithful AM*-module 
over the cue—itative AH -algebra A then the algebra В of all bounded operators 
(bounded nodule homomorphisms) on Н д is an AN -algebra of type I with center 
isomorphic to A (see [14, Th.7.1). How we can consider the local bounded ob-
servables as bounded self-ad joint operators on H . Thus the С -algebraic 
postulate of Haag and Kastler [13] is also satisfied in this example in ad-
dition to the algebra of local observables is not only а С -algebra but an 
All -algebra. 

An AH*-module is a special Hilbert A-module. If A = C(0) , the C*-algebra 
of all continuous complex valued functions on the compact Hausdorff space 0 
(the spectrum space of A), and H. is the countably infinite direct sum of 
copies of A, then Н д - C(Q,H) as Hilbert С(Q)-module (where H is a separable 
infinite dimensional Hilbert space), and thatC(Q,H) is the space r(QxH) of 
sections of the trivial Hilbert bundle (the fibre of the bundle at xen is H) . 
In general the sections of any Hilbert bundle over Q form a Hilbert C(Q)-
module, and conversely any Hilbert С(a)-module arises in this fashion from a 
unique Hilbert bundle [15]. 

If Q is the spectrum space of A (and Oct* ) then we can physically con
sider our NRLQFT represented by (9(H), t(A) ,V) as an infinite collection 
of interacting or independent quantum mechanical systems each with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom. At each point of Q, there is a member of this 
collection, represented by a separable Hilbert space H. 
3) Let Abe a N -algebra and Н д denote the Hilbert A-module of the infinite 
direct sum of copies of A [15]. Then H is a self-dual Hilbert A-module, by 
the results of Paschke [ 16 J, in the sense that each bounded module map of H 
into A arises by taking A-valued inner products with a fixed element of H . 
Let $(H.) denote the set of all Hilbert A-submodules of Н д then one can show 
in exactly the same way as for the AW -module case in [5] that У(Н.) is a 
CROC. By definition, the ordering relation is the set theoretic inclusion 
relation; every intersection of Hilbert A-submodulesis a Hilbert A-submodule 
then it implies the existence of a GLB. The mapping which brings a Hilbert 
A-submodule into correspondence with its orthogonal complement, is an ortho-
complementation. The weak modularity relation can be verified immediately by 
passing over to orthogonal projectors of Hilbert A-eubmodules. 

Now let A be a von Neumann algebra, a factor of type i, i.e. genereted 
by the lattice of all projectors of a Hilbert space H (denoted by 0>(H)), Then 
we can easily verify that$(H ) is a prepositional system, i.e. fulfils the 
atomicity axiom and the covering law. Therefore, in (Ф(НД), 3>(H) ,11) , $(Н Д) = 
- >$(Ф(Н)) and $(H) are propositional systems and if p€$(H) then рНдр€ 
ф(Н д) and VveV (v(pH,p) в p). Furthermore the center pair (C,c) is equal to 
({ e,l H }, {0,1H}) thus we obtained that (Ф($(Н)), 3>(H) ,V) is an irreducible 
CROC-valued propositional system representing, in our terminilogy [5], a 
pure RLQFT. 
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He not« the followings. If I. is i self-dual Hilbert A-aodule over th» 
II -algebra A then the algebra of all bounded nodule nap (operator) of К into 
itself is a M -algebra. Me can consider the local bounded observable* as 
bounded self-ad joint operators on И , so the С -algebraic postulate of Haag 
and Kastler is now satisfied, too, with the addition that the algebra of 
local observable* is not only а С -algebra but a M -algebra. 

lie saw above that a Hilbert С(Q)-nodule is equivalent with a (unique) 
Hilbert bundle over Q. Thus Hilbert A-modules over nonro—utative A night 
be considered as a "noncoamutative" generalization of Hilbert bundles. 

Let A be a maximal Boolean subalgebra of 9 (H) and Q denote the set of 
its atoms. Then there is a Hilbert space H in Н д at each point off Q. Con
sequently, one can physically consider our RLQFT represented by (Ф(?(И)), 
5>(H) ,XI that it describes an infinite collection (0 is an infinite set) of 
independent or interacting quantum mechanical systems, each with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom), in a very coherent way (the corresponding local 
propositional system is irreducible) (cf. below). 

3. $-VALUED AND L-VALUED HODELS IN SET THEORY, A GENERAL LANGUAGE FOR 
DESCRIBING OUR APPROACH 

He present now a general method by means of which one can in a unique 
way generalize many of the theorems of Hilbert space matlienatics to theorems 
of Hilbert module mathematics, and consequently the old Hilbert space formula
tion of QM 11] to a Hilbert module formulation of the local description of 
LQFT. This method involves the Boolean-valued model of Scott and Solovay [11, 
12] and the L-valued model (or quantum set theory) of Takeuti [17] in axio
matic set theory [11,12]. 

In the language of set theory, sentences are generated by beginning with 
atomic formulas of the form (u » v) and (u € v) and applying the logical con
nections:!, л,v ->,<->, (vu), (3v), where u, v are to be selected freely from 
a given infinite alphabet of variables. It is well-known that it is possible 
to express all of the theorems of ordinary mathematics in the language by 
using appropriate abbreviations. Moreover, the sentences representing any 
such a theorem can be deduced from a certain set of sentences, the so-called 
Zermelo - Fraenkel axioms (plus the axiom of choice; abbreviated ZFC). The 
ordinary universe V is defined as followsi for an ordinal a, we define V 
by transfinite recursion 

V o - 0 
V i " { u l u * V 
Vo * u£<a VE' ' о г а l l m l t o*din*l <»• 

Then V - u a C O n
 v

a ' On is the class of all ordinal numbers. 



~i 
V sa t i s f i e s SVC, bet Cohen and later Scott and Sclovay showed that there 

are nontrivial models in set theory, which also sat i s fy tFC. These sndels 
are cal led Boolean-valued models. 

We give now a formal def init ion of Boolean-valued model of se t theory. 
1»гЪ be • complete Boolean algebra with maximal element 1 and minimal e l 
ement О and a, b, c, — denote orbitrary elements of J» . The Boolean-valued 
universe V* ' i s given as follows: For an ordinal а, V^*' i s defined by trans-
f i n i t e induction 

Vb*l ' Í U ' U : ^ < u , * ' b «nd D(u) e V^**}, |Xu) i s the domain of u, 

V*^ - u r , v**1 , for a l imit ordinal e . 

Then we define V** » u ^_ V***. 

The elements of V ' can be thought of as a " nd of generalized s e t . 
Ordinary s e t s , the elements of V, can be thought of as functions with values 
in the two-element Boolean algebra ( O . l ) ; the elements of V** are functions 
with values in 

The usual techniques of elementary log ic can be applied t o give a "truth 
value"(['KD i n ^ ° t o each sentence * of our language. For u, vev'"^ , one define: 
(^€vQ and [£ = vQ by transf inite induction as functions from V(**xV**' to 
J> satisfying the following properties: 

(1) 0>ev]j« s u P y € Ä v ) (v(y) A[JI « y j ) , 

(2) fr - vfl = Ш ^ 6 А и ) (u(x)-* fcevj) A i n f ^ « ^ <v<y>-> [[y€u]> , 

where a -* b i s l a vb. 

Let 4 be obtained by applying logical symbols to atomic formulas of the fore 
u6v or u - v. If + does not contain any free variable and all the constants 
in Ф are members in V ( # > , we define (£•]] by the following rules. 

(1) ÜMJ * "<Ш» 
(2) í v » Л - I^Iv СЕ*231* 
о» i^jAtji - ( [ • J A Q> 2U 

(4) £ух e ( x ) ] ] - i n f u e v ( » ) (£*<u)]), 

(5) Цзх *(x)JJ« «up^yi») I* (u)U . 

Consequently one can assign truth values ГТ^ in & t o a l l se t theor
e t i c a l statements 4. If (£*Ц - 1, then we say "• i s true" or "Ф hold«", if 
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{[•Ц = О, then we say "• is false" or "* does sot hole*. If {£•]}= a and 
О < a • 1, then • take* м intermediate truth value and we say "• is true as 
much as a - and ** is false as auch as I - a" or "• holds as auch as a", i.e. 
in tnese cases* takes a true-false value. 

The following theorem constitutes the basis of Boolean-valued analysis 
of T.ikeuti i 1*. 1"».20.21,22i . 
Theorem 3.1 Let * be a sentence that can be logically dedWed from the Minis 
ZFtr. Then JfJ] * 1- In other words: If a is a theorea in andern aatheaatics, 
i.e. л theorea in IPC. Then (£*]) = 1 is also a theorea in 2PC. i.e. Q_«]} 1 

is a different theorea in aodern aatheaatics. 

Therefore, this procedure provides us with a machinery to produce a new 

theorea in V from an old theorea * in V. 
f*M We note that the original universe V can be embedded in V by the 

following operation . For y*V, ß(y) - ( xlx» yl and у is a constant function 
and its value is constantly 1. 

bet us consider some result of Boolean valued analysis of Takouti .\%, 
19.20,21,22;. 

Since V( * satisfies ZPC, one can constructs real numbers in v ( ' by 
Dedekind's cuts. If Ъ is a measure algebra, then the real numbers in V 
can be interpreted as the real valued measurable functions. Therefore, the 
procedure in Th.3.1 in this case provides us with a machinery to transform 
theorems on real numbers into theorems on real valued measurable functions. 

Let»be a complete Boolean algebra of projectors on a Hubert space H. 
Let x be a self-adjoint operator on H and x = /XdE(>) its spectral decomposi
tion. We say x is in (b) if for every i, E(>) is a member of A . Tht I the real 
numbers in V can be interpreted as the self-adjoint operators in (Ä». In 
this case, the procedure in Th.3.1 provides us with a machinery to transform 
theorems on real numbers into theorems on self-adjoint operators in (JB) . 

LetЬbe a Measure algebra. Then a sequence of real numbers in V cor
responds to a sequence of measurable functions. A Cauchy sequence of real 
numbers in V corresponds to a sequence of measurable functions which forms 
a printwise Cauchy sequence almost everywhere (abbreviated by a.e.). A con-

(Jki verqence of a sequence of real numbers in V w corresponds to a pointwise 
convergence of a sequence of measurable functions a.e.. 

Let A be a von Neumann algebra with center C, and «the complete Boolean 
algebra of all projectors in С Then ̂ -valued analysis gives a machinery to 
transfer theorems on factors into theorems on von Me-nnann algebras whose 
centers are С This machinery can be considered as a kind of a dictionary 
which gives a translation of notions on factors into the notions on von 
Neumann algebras with the center С E.g., the translations of type I, type 
IIj, type 11^ <ind type III are cx-ic'.ly type I, type II,, type 11^ and type 
III themselves (cf. Th 2.2). However, the translations of trace and weight 
bee*»me (|cncr<illzml ccnte v.ilucf! » r.icu and weight, respectively. This maclun-
».:ty imwrli.it ly reduces m.»ny ргщи-П ii:w of centor valrrJ traces ct weights 
to properties <•>( traces of «utrjhls on factors. 

http://imwrli.it
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respectively. This machinery immediatly reduces many properties of center 
valued traces or weights to properties of traces or weights on factors. 

Finally let Ф Ь е a measure algebra, then С , the set of complex numbers 
in V , is the set A of all complex Лиеа measurable functions. A Hilbert 
space H in V is a A-module with the inner product satisfying the fol
lowing properties: 

1) ф 1 # • 2 € H t 6 ) ^ < ф х | ф 2> 6 A(- « № ) ) 

2) Let ф, , Ф 2 , Ф3 € H w and f, g€A. Then the fo l lowings hold. 

2 . 1 < Ф 1 | ^ 2 > = f •<ф 1 |ф 2 > а . е . 

2 . 2 <Ф 1 |ф 2 > = <Ф 2|ФХ> а . е . 

2 . 3 < ф 1 | £ ф 2 + дф3> - f-< ФА|Ф2> + д , <Ф 1 1* 3 > а . е . 

3) <ф|ф> >_ О а . е . and Цф|| « О а . е . , i f f ф = О, where || ф|| = /<ф(ф>. 

4) Н ' i s complete in the fo l lowing sense: i f l im || ф. - ф. | | = О а . е . 
(A) L'l™ 

then there e x i s t s фен*"' such that lim || ф. - ф|| = 0 а . е . . 
i-н» x 

fű) /В) That is, a Hilbert space H 1 ' in V w ' can be considered as a ("unbounded") Hilbert A-roodule H. in V. A 
So far, we have restricted our attention to set theoretical models in 

which sentences take their truth values in a classical logic Ъ. However, the 
quantum world has own intrinsic logic, the so-called quantum logic (cf. 17]) , 
the lattice of all closed linear subspaces of a Hilbert space. Thus the ques
tion is that: can we define a «et theory, and then develop the corresponding 
mathematics, based on quantum logic? The answer is positive by Takeuti who 
generalized in [17 J the Boolean valued model presented c-.bove to an L-valued 
model, where L *$(H) for a Hilbert space H, and called the set theory defined 
in such a way a quantum set theory. Let us give the formal definition of the 
L-valued universe. V: is defined by transfinite induction on a as follows: 

a •* 

„w - , 
V i + 1 " { u ' u »3)(u)*L аndX)<u)*vJ L , } 

V^ * u p < a v j L ) , for a l i m i t ordinal a. 
Then V ( L ) - и s n _ v™ . aeOn a 

The Boolean-valued technique given above can be appropriately generalized 
to give a truth value [[ф]} in L to each sentence Ф of our language (see in 
[17]). Furthermore an appropriately generalized set of axioms of classical 
set theory holds in V ( L ) as was shown in [17] and thus a "reasonable" set 
theory holds in V 1 . Therefore one can develop mathematics in V ( '. E.g., 
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real numbers can be defined by generalized Dedekind's cuts. Then real numbers 
in V correspond to the self-adjoint operators in H. Thus in the same way 
as in [18,19,20,21], one can develop theory of self-adjoint operators as a 
theory of real numbers in V . 

We note that it follows from the definition of V* ' that if.8 is a com
plete Boolean subalgebra of L then V 1 ' is a subuniverse of V . Consequent

ial 
ly we can apply Boolean-valued analysis in all V constructed over complete 
Boolean subalgebras of L. Different complete Boolean subalgebras in L are 
connected by unitary operators on H, therefore unitary operators play a role 
in connecting different subuniverses V in V ' (cf. below). 

Now let us consider the connection between A-valued and L-valued models 
and our CROC-valued propositional systems (i,l,V) . If I is a complete Boolean 
algebra %, respectively, a lattice L of all closed subspaces of a Hilbert 
space H then (£,l,V? can be considered as a propositional system t» in 
V , respectively, a propositional system X» in V '. Then the methods 
and results of Piron [10] formulated in V could be directly translated into 
V , respectively, V applying the procedure of Th.3.1, respectively, its 
appropriate generalization. 

Restrict our attention to Ъ-valued propositional systems, i.e. to non-
relativlstic local quantum systems. Then a weakly irreducible CROC-valued 
propositional system (Хгг&ДГ) corresponds to an irreducible propositional sys
tem in V . In that case the realization result of Piron [10] could be 
translated as follows; 

Every irreducible-B-valued propositional system can be realized as a 
3>(H ) , except some special case, where H (*' is a (generalized) Hilbert 
space in V . (We saw that a Hilbert space in V corresponds to a Hilbert 
<E -module.) 

With regard to this result, we can work with the Hilbert realization of 
£>-valued propositional systems. Once we have decided to work in the Hilbert 
realization, we can translate the Hilbert space formulation of conventional 
QM (see, e.g., in [1]), the methods, the rules and the statements of QM, into 
the Hilbert space formulation in V ' of the local description of the non-3 relativistic quantum system spreading over Sl&fR , where SI is the set of atoms 
in£. 

The main rules of von Neumann in [11 can be read as follows: 
(Al) The (pure) local states of a local physical system P(i2) are rays in a 
separable Hilbert space H (*' in V**' , i.e. фен** , || ф|| (*> = 1. 
(A2) The local observables of P(£i) are represented by self-adjoint operators 
in H ; the measured values of such a local observable are real numbers in 

&) 
V i i.e. real valued measurable functions on a. 
(A3) The expectation value of a local observable Ä in the local state <кн'*' 
is 

Ä - <ф|А|ф>(*) , ÄelR(*,. 
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Thus we can say that the local description of P(«) can be formulated 
in V ( , In almost the same way, as conventional QM is formulated in V by 
von Neumann [1]. In other words: QM in V ( ' is interpretable as the local 
quantum description of P(0), where P(Q) can be thought of as an infinite 
collection of interacting or independent quantum mechanical systems each 
with a finite number of degrees of freedom, at each point of 0 there is such 
a system. 

As an example let us consider briefly the quantization of a concrete 
system given classically by its Lagrangian density 

Л »Х.(ф. Эх<р, 3t<p) (3.2) 

for simplicity, considering only one field variable ip. The following pro
cedure can be trivially generalized to Lagrangian densities with n different 
field variables. In (3.2) ф is a (differentiable) function from ПхЮ to R. If} 
is a measure algebra then Ф ^ ) is a real number in V* ' and £(t) is a func
tion from [Ю ] to К , for a given t, i.e. £(t) is a Lagrangian func-
tion in Vх '; Л describes a point mechanical system with Lagrangian L - L(q, 
q, p., p., p 3) at xen, a system with 5 degrees of freedom. 

The field equation in the following 

$ - \ T§75 + эх 7Г5 - ° <3'3> 
The canonical momentum density and the Hamiltonian density are defined by 

»t = * t ^ ' (3'4) 

it = *t3t«P -X, - 1(1» 4.»Ф,Э ХФ) (3.5) 

The quantization of the system means that we impose on the system the CCR 

[flt,$] С - ift.J (J.6) 

and the local commutativity postulate (uncertainly B.) yields 

[Э*Ф,Ф] » О (3.7) 

For it follows from the postulate of local commutativity that <p(x) and Ф(Х') 
"cummute" if x f x'. Then for x' = x 4 dx, ф(х'):ф(х) + Э фах and this gives 
(3.7). 
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Then (3.6) and (3.7) сап be realized in the Hilbert space H ( ' of all 
square integrable complex valued functions on R as follows 

9tH4>) = -in|^<H«p). ФФ(Ф) = Фф(ф), Э*Фф(ф) = Эх«рф(ф) (3.8) 

Now we can apply Th.3.1 to translate the Stone-von Neumann uniqueness the
orem to our case, which then guarantees that the representation in (3.8) is 

(h) unique up to unitary equivalence in V This is the point of our local 
approach: one can quantize the system P(ß) locally in a unique way, while 
the system globally has infinitely many unitarily inequivalent representa
tions |23!. The Hilbert space H(** (Hilbert module) in У < & ) locally is a 
unique representation space of the system Р(й) with infinite number of 
degrees of freedom. 

The time evolution of the system is locally governed by the Schrodinger 
eq. of the form 

1ft WW =H,<- ift jfc> Ф> Эхф)ф(ф,и (3.9) 
A 

and the corresponding eigenvalue eq. for the Hamiltonian density j/L takes 
the form 

Еф(ф) =Ä(- ift |^, Ф, Э Х Ф ) Ф ( Ф ) , ЕеЮ ( } (3.10) 

If X. is of the form 

£ = § o t » ) 2 - 5< ; )
x<' , , 2 " 1 m2<p2 " V((P) < 3 , U ) 

then '3.10) reads as follows 
2 2 

- T- M + 1^1 + " 2)Ф + V(«p>* = Бф (3.12) 
Э Ф -

Then we can adaot the methods of QM to determine the eigenvalue densities 
E (x) and local eigenstates Ф UpJ(x) of the system,where E (x) denotes the 
eigenvalues of the differential eq. (3.12) in \r ', i.e. one can solve the 
energy density eigenvalue problem (3.10) or specially (3.12) as much as the 
corresponding energy eigenvalue problem in QM is solved (or solvable)? 

We should like to generalize the whole of this material to relativistic 
local quantum systems P(«) described by propositional systems in V , or 
correspondingly, by CROC-valued propositional systems (£,l,V)r where I is 
non-Boolean. This is our research program in the future. But before doing 
this, we have to clear up a substantial problem we are arriving at; What is 
the exact relation between the spacetlme of P(ii) and the value lattice г of 
the local propositions of P (12) ? 
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k. A QUANTIZATION OF SPACETIME 

He studied the question above in 124,25]. The uncertainty of type B. 

(see Int.), the Einstein causality is described by the non-Boolean character 

of the value lattice t in a CROC- valued propositional system (£.,l,V) rep

resenting a RLQFT. Thus the causality structure of the (corresponding) space-

time should be in a deep relation with the value lattice I. Moreover, from 

an axiomatic point of view, identifying the relativistic quantum system P(U) 

with the CROC-valued propositional system ((., I ,V) , one may expect that % 

completely determines the physical spacetime of P(ü). We consider 4 as the 

causal logic of the spacetime of P(ft) : the atoms of Í. are the events of 

the corresponding spacetime, the automorphisms of I generate the symmetries 

of the spacetime} two events are causally disconnected (connected) if they 

are compatible (noncompatible) [25]. 

The causal logic i(M 4) of И defined and studied in [26] is an ir
reducible complete orthomodular atomic lattice: the automorphism group of 

4 4 
t(H ) generates the Poincaré group in И (up to dilations), maximal Boolean 

4 4 
subalgebras in t[H ) correspond to spacelike hypersurfaces in И . However, 4 
%(M ) does not satisfy the covering law which plays a substantial role in the 

» interpretation of quantum physics (see in [lO] and [25]). Thus K M ) quantum 4 theoretically is not interpretable. t(И ) cannot (and does not) belong to 
the lattice-valued propositional system (L,ltV) of a RLQFT! We imposed the 
covering law on both £ and t to be (Хл,1Г) interpretable quantum theoretical
ly fully! The local propositional system of a RLQFT was difened as a CROC-
valued propositional system (&ДЛП, i.e. bothX, and Í are propositional sys

tems (of Piron [lO]), with non-Boolean iL and £. Thus we are in accordance 

with the semantical consistency required from a sound theory. The causal 

logic t in (Ir,l,V) determines a quantum theoretically interpretable space-

time, a quantum spacetime, for the corresponding relativistic quantum sys

tem Р(П) . 
Because I is propositional system we can apply Piron's result [10]*to 

realize it. Let I be irreducible, e.g., I belongs to an irreducible (&,l,V) 
then I is realizable as a $(H) where H is a (generalized) Hilbert space, 
except some special case. Events are rays in H, i.e. H is the event space of 
the corresponding quantum spacetime. Two event ф,, Ф_6Н axe causally discon
nected (connected) if <Ф,|ф2> = О (/ 0), i.e. there is no transition probabil
ity between «^ and Ф 2. If H is a complex Hilbert space (at least of dimension 
3) then by the Wigner theorem every symmetry is induced by a unitary (or 
antiunitary) operator tn 11, observables in the corresponding quantum space-
time can be identified by self-adjoint operators in H. We can call the set 
Si of atoms of a maximal Boolean sublattice$in I a "spacelike hypersurface" 
because arbitrary two distinct atoms of 3 are causally disconnected. 
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Our next problem is to give a canonical exapmle for quantum spacetime. 
We pursued in 1251 the analogy of QM. In QM the state space H (a complex 
separable Hubert space) , the quantum substitute of the classical phase 
space И was obtained, via the introduction of the phase space quantum 
fi, by imposing the CCR lp, gl = -ifi-1 on the elements (j>, <j) of K 2 n. Then 
II - L 2 ( K n . dnq) . 

Accordingly, we should introduce a spacetime quantum tk (with dimension 
2 -2 4 

m or, in natural units, GeV ) in M and impose the CR 
I t,r] - if», r 2 = x ix i (4.1) 

4 
on the time and place coordinates of events in И . However, it is reason
able to insist on the subsidiary condition that the space coordinates x. of 
events commute among themselves, i.e. |x. ,x. ] = 0, i, j - 1, 2, 3 I 251. 

Eq. (4.1) implies the uncertainty relation 

AtAr > \ t (4.2) 

4 which is the physical content of (4.1) and means that events in И are not 
localizable better than •? t>. This Is in accordance with the inability of 
solving the localizability problem in RQM for point test particles and with 
the results of Prugovefiki I 27 J who showed that this problem is solvable, in 
a consistent way, only for (stochastically) extended test particles (cf. 
sec. 6.) . 

By taking into account the subsidiary condition, the quantum substitute 
4 2 3 3 

of the classical event space M is H = L (IR , d x). The unique representa
tion of (4.1) in L2(IR, dq) is 

t =-- it» jĵ ; , r = q . (4.3) 

2 3 3 then a simple consideration gives that (4.1) is satisfied in L (IR ,d x) by 
the operators for which 

|t| = A ±(xL j ~ - + 1),|?| - AT^q = r (4.4) 

and 
x i = x{ . (4.5) 

3 IR is interpretable as the classical physical space in which the measuring 
apparatuses (classical objects) take place (clocks, measuring lines, etc.). 

This model fulfils the correspondence principle, i.e. it has a classi
cal limit in the same sense as QM has. The classical limit is implemented by 
the wave packet-like events of the form 

Ф(Ч) =• <^)4" exp {- J[|j(q - r ) 2 + 4 ^ q), у. (— , +•«) (4.6) 
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for such events 
AtAr = i «Л (4.7) 

and in the formal limit ?»-»0, ${q) concentrates on the point (r,t) , i.e. t 
and t commute in the limit. 

In [25J we studied the unitary symmetries of the model. We saw that 
unitary symmetries consist of Poincaré-like symmetries: translations, rota
tions and inversion in quantum spacetime, and of gaugelike symmetries. The 
space inversion implies the time inversion in quantum spacetime (see eq. 
(4.1)). E.g., consider the quantum spacetime translations. A spacetime trans
lation means a translation on the spectrum of the "4-position" operator x , 
i.e. (considering separated space and time translations) 

5Ó - ua "о"«1 " *o + V 1 ' *i = Vi»;1 = 4 + V1' V ю ( 4' 8 ) 

о о — — 
where U = U(a , a) is a 4-parameter unitary group in H. For infinitesimal 

ok О 
a 's (4.8) reads 

°» x « ° / = x~ + A x~»P,J a = x~ + a^*! a_ oa о о "о о о о о 
,-1 " , , / i i ~i 

(4.9) 
u

a
x i U ä = *i + Mx^p^Ja 3 = x 1 + a^l 

Then we have the CCR (we use natural units) 

[p0,xQJ = -i, [ p ^ ] = -i6 A j (4.Ю) 

These relations are fulfilled by the operators for which 

IPol - * ' 1 " ' P i " " 1 Эх7 ' l*ol • i 1 k? ( xi3x7 + 1 ) ' K " x i - < 4 Л 1 > 

The conjugate momentum p is interpretable as the "4-momentum" of the point-
like test particle; p is the energy, £ is the 3-momentum. 

Eq. (4.10) shows that our model is compatible with one particle QM, and 
the uncertainty relation (4.2) is compatible with the Heisenberg uncertainty 
relations 

Ap 0Ax Q >_ | 11 , Ap iAx 1 > jtl i . (4.12) 

The one particle theory in the model is also studied in [25J. 
As far as the interpretation of the model is concerned we note that one 

can mean under a coordinate system of a given observer a coordinate system 
in 3-space spanned by three rectangular measuring lines, and a collection of 
clocks placed densely in this coordinate system in 3-space, as in classical 
relativity theory. These macroscopic measuring lines and clocks are the 
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measuring apparatuses associated with the obsarvablas r and t, respectively. 
The coordinate systems of different observers transform among themselves ac
cording to the laws of special relativity (in a good approximation) , i.e. two 
such coordinate systems are connected by poincare transformations. Such an 
arrangement of things are guaranteed by the existence of the classical limit 
of the model, which means that classical description provides a good approxi
mation in large spacetlme regions relative to 1l. Hew effects due to the quan
tum nature of spacetlme should be expected in 1l site regions of spacetime. 

Some immediate consequences of this "spacetime quantum hypothesis" es
pecially in hadrom physics are summarized in [28]. We see from (4.11) that, 
in the positive sector, i.e. in the particle sector of the model, p raises 
linearly with r as if the point particle would move in a linear potential. 
The time derivative of £ gives the force acting on the free point particle 
in quantum spacetime. It is 

- г - -ilE'Pj - - H £ <«.13) 
dt ° r 

Consequently a constant atractlve force of magnitude n acts on the free 
point particle in quantum spacetime. we may interpret this phenomenon in +2 quantum spacetime as a confinement phenomenon. 

We note that 

this CR implies 
ip 0 ,p r] - Л" 1 , p r - -*-ihx ( 4 - 1 4 > 

i.e. we cannot localize the point particle states in the 4-momentum space 
better than -%V i n is a 4-momentum space quantum. Consequently we might 
interpret the microscopic structure of spacetlme that spacetime at microscopic 
level consists of spacetime quanta (bubbles) with radius -/K, lifetime ~Л1, 
energy and momentum -/n . One spacetime quantum decays into the next 
one, with the time passing, spontaneously in flat spacetime. The confinement 
of point particles, "quarks", would be a consequence of the inability to 
destroy this bubble structure of spacetiae. 

We can easily conceive a simple minden model for hadrona, which reflects 
the expected property of spacetime that it is quantum at regions of size ~fi, 
while it is classical at regions of size » H [28]. The hadron (meson, for 
the sake of simplicity)„consists of two point particles, "quarks", q and q 
with positions x 9 and x*j, respectively, at classical level. Let x and x 
denote the center of mass (c.o.m.) coordinates describing tho hadron as a 
whole and the relative coordinates describing the internal «otlon of quarks, 
respectively. In the model, we approximate in such a way that the c.o.m. 
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coordinates remain Lorants variables and they span the Minkowski space in 
which the hadron sovas as a whole, while the relative coordinates are sub
jected to the condition (4.1). Thus the internal space of the hadron becomes 
a quantum spacetlme in which the quarks move. Then the state function of the 
hadron has the form • - Ф(Х, x), i.e. it depends upon se-.en variables (x,x) 
in such a way that one can pursue all methods of old relativistic quantum 

•3 theory in the X -variables , but one should apply the methods of the quantum 
theory in [25] in the x-variables to describe the internal quark dynamics. The 
total symmetry group of the hadron in this hybrid model is the product of the 
Poincaré group in the X-variables and the unitary group of the internal quan
tum spacetime. Having regard to the confinement phenomenon in quantum space-
time, it follows at once that the quarks are permanently confined inside a 
sequence in time of spacetime bubbles of size -ft around «me c.o.m. world line of 
the hadron. 

Considering the internal quark dynamics one can see that the hadronic 
mass spectrum is generated by the internal quark mass level excitation. (Note 
that (4.14) implies a mass eigenvalue problem in the one particle theory in 
quantum epacetims [25] and not an energy eigenvalue problem.) The model pre
dicts an equal spacing rule with a spacing 2Г 1 for hadronic mass square and 
linear Regge trajectories with the earns slope •* ft for mesons and baryons. The 
measured value of the Regge slope givb» the fit: 2ft =1 Gev then ft*2 GeV~ = 

2 fenni 
5" GeV * 

We note that our model works well for the mass spectrum of low laying 
hadrons containing u and d quarks only, however, the agreement is not so ex
cellent for higher hadrons containing i, c, b, ... quarks. It seems that the 
spacetime quantum hypothesis solely cannot add anything new to the question 
of the so-called flavour problem and the lepton hierarchy. 

Furthermore, following the conclusions of this simple model, we could 
speculate that observed particles are sequences in time of spacetime bubbles 
including permanently "confined" one (leptons), two (mesons), three (baryons) 
... point particles. 

However, we believe that the full particle content of our approach can 
be predicted after developing the full apparatus of a RLQPT represented by a 
CROC-valued (or L-valued) propositional system (X,,l/T) (or X. ( L ) in V ( L ) ) , in
cluding both the local and global descriptions of the theory. He want to 
obtain a concrete RLQFT via the quantization of a CRLFT [24]. The quantiza
tion procedure of a CRLFT would consist of two stepst in the first step one 
should quantize the spacetime И of RLFT then formulate RLFT in terms of 
quantum spacetime, in the second step one should quantize canonically the 
field of thus first quantized RLFT (cf. the uncertainties A. and B. in the 
Int.). In the first step we would obtain the - (operator) algebra A in the 
Milbert module Н д representing the RLQFT, and its representation Hilpert 
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space II, and in the second step we would obtain the Hilbcrt module H itself 
and the operator algebra of H the self-adjoint elements of which represent 
the local observables (fields) of the RLQFT. 

To close this section we return to quantum set theory of L-valued model 
V of Takeuti presented in the foregoing section. With regard to this sec
tion we can interpret the quantum logic L of truth values in quantum set the
ory as th.? causal logic of quantum spacetime. Complete Boolean subalgebras 
in L correspond to "spacelike" subsets of quantum spacetime on which the 
states of physical fields are prepared. A complete Boolean subalgebraft in L 
was interpreted as a Boolean reference frame of a given observer by M. Davis 
i 29 j who established a relativity principle in QH which relativity principle 
is inherent in our quantum spacetime model. Different Boolean reference frames 
are connected by unitary operators. Let ft be such a Boolean reference frame 
then we can formulate the energy density eigenvalue problem over & of a RLQFT 

(A) uniquely in V in the way as it was done in the nonrelativistic theory (see 
sec.3. eqs. (3.10), (3.12)). Two such problems over two differentJB's are con
nected by unitary operators, i.e. the relativistic quantum system locally 
evolves unitarily in quantum spacetime. 

5. THE GLOBAL DESCRIPTION OF P(u) 

In this section we briefly discuss the methods with which we can formu
late the global aspects of P(ft) generated by local ones, i.e. global states, 
observables and symmetries generated by their local counterparts, respective
ly. 

Clearly, guided by the classical example (eq. (1.1)). s should like to 
determine the global aspects cf the quantum system P(ii), generated by local 
ones, by "integrating" over u. Let us illustrate this idea for nonrelativistic 
P(U) again. LetЪ be a complete atomic Boolean algebra generating the abelian 
von Neumann algebra Z, il be the spectrum space of Z (the atoms of $ correspond 
to the isolated points of il, and the set of isolated points of W LB a dense 
set in il) , M be a bounded positive basic measure on и with и (W) = 1. We can 
choose у in such a way that, the measure algebra : th respect to Si is nothing 
but itself. Then the measurable functions on il correspond to the complex (Jb) (A) numbers <E in V . The local state space of P(íí) is represented by a Hilbert 
space H *' in V * t the local obecrvables are self-adjoint operators in H , 
the local bounded observables are the self-adjoint elements of the von Neumann 

sd o| 
,(*> 

algebra B(H ) of bounded operators on H , the local symmetries are generated 
i" by unitary operators in H 

We can associate a complex Hi Inert space H with H , in a unique way 
Í22], such that Z is a von Neumann »lgebra on 11 and H is isomorphic to 11 
inV 1*». 
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Let ф., <KtH , then the scalar product --"Ф^Ф^ in V can be i-
dentified as a measurable function on il. This function is denoted by 
<ф,|Ф2>(х). Let ||ф || (x) = ••'ф(фЧх) . Consider the following set 

H = { ф е Н Л ) | / п ИФ II2 <*) d(.(x)««} 

For ф., Ф_еН and «f:ff, we define «Ф = а«1*Ф where 1 is the identity of <T , 
and <Ф1|ф9> = / 0

<Ф 1|Ф 2
Л( Х) d|i(x). Then II becomes a pre-Hilbert space, more

over one can show that H is complete, i.e. a complex Hilbert space i11 \ . (11 
is the direct integral Hilbert space belonging to the family of Hilbert spaces 
H x, x^ß.) 

Therefore we may call H the global state space of P(il) : 
(al) the global (pure) states of Pdi) are rays in H, i.e. Ф»Н, ||Ф [| - 1 -
= / Q ||ф ||(x) d»(x), 
(a2) the global observables of P(ti) are self-adjoint operators in H, such an 
operator formally can be denoted as 

b = / 0 B(x) du(x), В is a self-adjoint 
(*) operator H , 

(a3) the expectation value of a global observable b in a global state Ф is 

b = <ф|Ь|ф> = /$г<ф|В|ф>(х) d|i(x), 

the global symmetries of P(Si) are generated by unitary operators in ll. 
Because the von Neumann algebra of bounded operators on H is isomorphic 

to B(H**') (see in [22J) then every local bounded observable of P{il) deter
mines a global bounded observable of P(fl). 

Up to now we do not touch the problem that what is the relation between 
3 3 

ft and the Euclidean space IR ? If we consider il as Ш itself and the com
plete Boolean algebra 3 as the power set 3>(IR ) then the corresponding real 
valued function algebra is so terribly large, filled with physically need lees 
elements, that it certainly is not the right choice. If we consider the üorel 
sets of IR and the real valued Borel functions on IR then the lattice of 
Borel sets only a o-complete Boolean lattice. But the completness is a necess
ary condition in constructing Boolean-valued models [11J and thus in applying 
A-valued analysis. 

However, we can assign a complete atomic Boolean algebra&with countable 
set of atoms to IR , which is quantum theoretically quite satisfactory and is 
also in accordance with the quantum spacetime proposed in the foregoing sec
tion, as follows. Consider the Hilbert space H = L (IR ,d x) and the 3-posi-
tion observable X = (x,, Xyt xJ in H defined as usual. Let & be the maximal 
Boolean algebra of projectors including all the projectors in the spactral 
decomposition of the position operators xj, x-, x,. Then the set of atoms 
int is a countable set because H is a separable Hilbert space. We can associ-
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at«, with Q, the spectrum space of the von »импл algebra generated byfii 
On the basis of quantum theory only the (topological) structure of Q can be 
operationally determined and not the (topological) structure of R . 

We will discuss these ideas and problems together with the problem of 
the repersentatlon of the geometrical symmetry group 6 given on Ж , respect
ively, on Q, and with the compulsion of our approach to other approaches, 
elsewhere [30]. (Me notice only that, in the Hilbert space В « / Q H(x) dv(x), 
one can construct nontrivial induced representations of the group G acting on 
Q (see in [31]).) 

As long as the description of the global aspects of a relatlvistic quan
tum P(Q), the local state space of which is a Hilbert space H ( L ) in V ( L ) , is 
concerned we note that the Integration and measures are replaced by the trace 
operation and von Neumann density operators, respectively, in the sense of 
Gleason theorem [32], in the corresponding formulas. A further note that the 
eq. (4.13) shows that.the 3 momentum of a point particle is not conserved in 
time, i.e. the 3 momsntum is not conserved "locally". However, we should like 
to expect that the total (i.e. global) "4-momentum" P of the system P(Q) is 
a Conserved quantity. P is obtained by averaging over the whole syst» i over 
quantum spacetlms as follows 

*„ - *r<P T o w ) (5.1) 

where p is a von Neumann density operator onB • L (R ,d x) and T , • л л л — " v 

" 3*uu(*nr<P 5.Ф) is the "second quantized" energy-momentum "tensor field", 
which is a local observable represented by a self-adjoint operator in H '. 
Then we expect that (P. $v]« 0, i.e. the energy and the momentum of the sys
tem is globally conserved. The observable particle content of the theory night 
be obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem of P and identifying the dis
crete points in the spectrum with stable observable particles. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We close this paper with some remark. In our approach to QFT, at least 
to the extent we concerned here, both the global and local algebras of ob-
ssrvables of a physical system Р(Й) constitute Lie-admissible, associative 
algebras. Our primary intention is to provide a sound kinematical picture 
for LQFT and thus to improve conventional LQFT. We intend to achieve this 
that we extend (generalise), in the resulted kinematical picture, the for
malism of very successful 0И to local field theoretical systems with in
finitely many degrees of freedom. 

This approach contains a nontrivial new physical content which remained 
hldded for conventional approaches, namely, the quantisation of spacetime. 
In our approach the quantization of RLPT requires not only the quantization 
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of fields over И but the quantisation of spacetime и itself, too. We 
believe that our approach Might reach success in describing low laying had-
ronic phenomena (there are sow indication in this direction (cf. sec.4.)). 
However, our approach does not seen adequate for explaining higher energy 
hadornic phenomena (the flavour problem) and the lepton hierarchy. The ex
planation of this phenoaena certainly requires a further generalization пг 
ly, a genuine generalization of QM itself. 

It seen» for us that our approach partially realizes the original physi
cal ideas and intuitions of U.R. Santilli [3]. For we take into account, par
tially, the Mutual overlapings of wave packets at microscopic spacetime level 
(in short spacetiae distances) by the introduction of a spacetime quantum n. 
This spacetime quantum hypothesis is, nevertheless, compatible with the 
Heisenberg uncertainty relation, but it already requires the generalization 
of Poincar* symmetries to unitary symmetries. (In the more general Santilli's 
approach both the Heisenberg principle and the Poincar* symmetries become 
generalized.) 

Furthermore in the passage of the quantization of CRLFT, locality loses 
its original meaning. For locality originaly means that we can describe the 
interaction at the points x of И . However, in our approach spacetime be-
comes a quantum one and x become none o—wit ing operators, these operators have 
no common wave functions with vanishing dispersion, i.e. we are not able to 
describe tl.e interaction at the points of И . Thus locality becomes a gener
alized one, a "quantum locality", in our context. 

Now the Santilli's appraoch generalizes QM described in the universe V 
to a more general QM with Lie-admissible, nonassociative algebra of observ-
ables, which generalized QM is also formulated in V. Thus we can translate 
this generalized QM into V < f t ) and V ( L ) applying the procedure of Th. 3.1 and 
its appropriate generalization, respectively. But generalized QM certainly 
implies a generalized quantum logic_L and then this re .ults in a generalized 
quantum set theory with universe V '. Furhermore generalized quantum logic 
would imply a generalized quantum spacetime with causal logic L. Then we 
could interpret generalized QM in V* 'as the "local" description of a "rela-
tivistic local quantum" field theory which "RLQ'FT is obtained by quantizing 
(in the generalized sense) a CRLFT. 

Finally we would like to comment on the quantum spacetime model of E. 
PrugovecKi in [27]. E. PrugoveSxi solved the relativistic localizability 
problem for stochastically extended test particles with (rotationally in-

2 3 3 
variant real) wave function • in H • L (* ,d x) . Such an ectended test par
ticle is embedded into a relativistic phase space, the 4-momentum of the 
particle is the c.o.m. 4-momentum of the particle and the 4-position of the 
extended particle is the c.o.m. 4-position of the particle. Internal struc
ture is not attached by Prugovecki to such an extended test particle. RQM of 
this extended test particle can be implemented in a consistent way. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Me note in connection with this that a quantum theoretically satisfactory 
physical space ft Can be obtained if we identify ft with the spectrum space of 
the von Neumann algebra generated by the Boolean algebra ©, where Ъ is the 

2 3 3 maximal Boolean algebra of projectors in H » L (R ,d x) , including all the 
projectors in the spectral decomposition of the quantum mechanical position 
operators x^, x 2, and x 3 in H «see sec. 5.). If we canonically assign this 
"quantum configuration space" ft to the classical configuration space Ш , then 
we can consider <p(x) and Эср(х) as functions of the position operators x in 
2 3 3 " ~ A 5 ' — ~" 

L (Ю ,d x) and thus <p(x) can be represented as an integral kernel <p(x,x') 
where x - хб (x-x/). Then (Э ХФ(Х)) --(Э в )»•• Furthermore we note that 
one can define the "local" time derivative in Heisenberg picture as follows 
«0 * K[JL,<P] and w - *[£,*]. These eq.'s formally give back (3.3) as operator 
eq. for <p in V . 
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The appearance of this confining force which is nonpotential type in 
the classical sense would be a direct consequence of the quantum geometry of 
spacetime at microscopic level. Thus the confinement of point particles, 
"quarks", inside hadrons would be really a consequence of the presence of 
this nonpotential force in strong interactions. The presence of a nonpoten
tial type force in strong interactions was firts cojectured by R.M. Santilli 
|3] (cf. sec.6.). 

By the results of E. PrugoveAi [27J, RQM of this extended hadron can be 
implemented in a consistent way (if ф in the x-variable is real .»nd rota-
tionally invariant). ф(Х,х) describes a stochastically extended particle in 
Minkowski space spanned by the variables X (cf. sec.6.). 
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